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Abstract:
Although legally a secular state, Mali is at least 90% Muslim. Religious leaders are respected and have historically
played a role in influencing political behavior. For better or worse, the use of religion in politics has become part of
the ‘rules of the game’. Mali has historically been a country with a moderate, Sunni Islam. However, even before
2012, there has been concern over the growth in popularity of conservative, Salafist, or Wahhabist sects of Islam in
Mali. In this article, I will question the role of religious conservatism in Malian politics, and whether or not
conservative political Islam in Mali is particularly threatening in and of itself. I propose that although the
involvement of Islamic leaders and groups may prevent the government from being entirely secular, that aside from
jihadists in the North, the most popular Islamic leaders and groups do not advocate violence.
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be a good way of shutting them down,
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predisposed to conservative interpretations

refused and left to form an Islamic militant

of Islam. For example, in their culture, male

group.13 Others, such as Hélène Claudot-

to female relationships are much less
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regulated than in most interpretations of
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on the Saharan stage.”14

define. While traveling in
Mali, most of our contacts
told us that relations
between the Tuareg
leaders and jihadist groups
were merely pragmatic, to

Furthermore, many

It is important to overcome
deterministic ideas about
good or bad Muslims and
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be broken at will when

of the jihadists in Northern
Mali have come from
outside of the country,
such as members of AlQaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb, a formerly anti-

convenient. They also told us that fighting

Algerian government jihadist organization.

groups tend to be fluid, with clan alliance

AQIM entered the country years after its

taking importance over whether a militant

establishment, is composed of fighters from

group is aligned with the Tuaregs or

a mixture of different states and ethnic

jihadists. In some cases the two motivations,

backgrounds, and it is associated with Al-

nationalism and Islam, have become

Qaeda Central and a network of other

intermixed and nearly impossible to

jihadist groups. Mali’s troubles with

distinguish. For example Ansar Al-Din’s

jihadism do not exist in a vacuum; these

leader, Iyad Aq Ghaly apparently sought to

problems are interconnected with struggles

lead the secular National Movement for the

that have been happening throughout the

Liberation of Azawad (MNLA), but was

Islamic world for decades.
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In conclusion, it is important to

to the secularity of the state, is not, in and of

overcome deterministic ideas about good or

itself, putting the country on a path to

bad Muslims and the role of Islam in Mali. It

further jihadist violence. Violence in Mali

is not my intention to pass judgment on the

has been determined by an array of political,

actions or ideology of any of the individuals

social, and economic factors, the vast

or groups mentioned in this analysis, or on

majority of which have nothing at all to do

conservative sects of Islam, or Islam in

with Islam or religion. Instead it is useful to

general. I have rather argued that the influx

conceive of religion as tool and as a

of conservatism in Mali and the increasingly

motivator – for violence, for peace, and for

political role of Islam, although challenging

politics.

About Resources, militancy and organised crimes in
West and Horn of Africa programme
Brief Background and Scope
Africa’s GDP is the most rapidly growing of any continent but corruption, crime, and militancy
are rife. Much of this centres on the continent’s wealth of natural resources, including petroleum
etc. Foreign investment in Africa has grown exponentially over the last decade and will continue
to rise. Consequently, foreign & African governments and criminal/militant groups’ interests and
sphere of influences will clash with increasing intensity over the coming years. These clashes
will have direct implications on energy, regional and global security agendas. Furthermore, areas
such as the West and Horn of Africa regions are strategically located, which enhances their role
in the international trade system through shipping routes and transnational linkages, etc. The
creation of AFRICOM reflects the rising global importance of the region, with the exportation of
oil only expected to drastically increase from the continent by 2025. Yet with the region still
lacking institutions of effective governance and reliable security structures, the levels of violent
insurgency have jeopardised economic development in countries such as Somalia, Ethiopia, Mali
and Nigeria etc. Different militant groups finance their operations through employment of
traditional criminal enterprises, such as smuggling and drug sales. Resources are also exploited
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for revenue by both criminal organisation and militant groups. Militant organisations such as AlShabab and other Jihadists and nationalist movement operating primarily in Somalia & Sahel –
have exploited the security vacuum that exists in the regions. In addition, issues such as piracy
continue to effect maritime security whilst increasing costs for counter-piracy measures.
The implications of the above is severe on all three fronts i.e. Energy security, regional security
and global security. To address these problems and develop solutions, we must now confront all
three facets holistically, with due appreciation of their interrelated attributes.

Programme’s Deliverables:
1. Mapping the interplay between resources, militant groups and the dynamics of organised
crime in West/horn of Africa.
2. Conflict forecasting and risk analysis of the current and future dynamics of militancy,
resources, organised crimes and their repercussions on energy security, regional and
global security.
3. Situation analyses on above issues, regional positioning and global powers interests etc.
4. Alternative policy analyses that may serve in policy making on regional and global
governance levels.
5. Creating a useful guide and knowledge base for stakeholders and public for future oil, gas
and aid endeavours in West/Horn of Africa.

About Us
IISA is a think-tank and an intellectual forum for addressing the current and future dynamics of
the Islamic-world and its interaction with Western civilisation. Based in London, IISA will create
trans-Islamic and global reach. IISA seeks to establish a platform where Islamic-world's dynamics,
trends, issue, problems or crises are analysed within the Islamic-world and by working on local
models and realities and not against any external standards or perceptions. We will be one of the
leading think-tank on the Islamic-world and its role in the contemporary global system. In a short
span of time we have attracted great academic support and a reputation for both open and track-II
dialogues. IISA is the only think tank initiative that goes beyond national and regional inclinations
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and addresses strategic and socio-political issues/crises of the Islamic-world in its totality. For
more information i.e. our mission statement, current programmes and our academic and regional
expertise please visit the following links:
Website:

www.iisa.org.uk

Blog:

http://iisablog.org/

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/IISA_org

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/IISA-Institute-of-Islamic-Strategic-

Socio-Political-Affairs/118608928247992?ref=hl
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